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Player versus player, commonly abbreviated as PvP, is a type of combat where players fight against
each other instead of against non-playable characters (NPCs). Funcom Productions A/S has
created the game called The Secret World, in which includes several PvP battlefields with faction-
specific uniforms to distinguish the player's alleys and enemies. Combat information can be read
more from http://www.secretworldguides.com

During the character creation, players are asked to join one of the three secret societies: the
Illuminati, the Dragon, or the Templar. This choice is permanent. Three factions are designed to be
equally balanced in power and ability, however, there are faction specific abilities and uniforms. In
The Secret World's PvP battlefield, players are given to wear uniforms which are designed to
distinguish by both faction and the player's role. Player's role is analyzed and assigned before
entering the PvP battleground. Depending on the assigned role, player's uniform varies. For
example, the players who are assigned to play as a tank will be wearing a thick armour with
shoulder pads to resemble like a armed tank.

The http://www.secretworldlevelingguide.net/the-secret-world-info/secrete-world-leveling-guide-to-
the-ability-system/ have several battlefields, also called as arenas or mini-games, in the form of
PvP. There are fixed rules about team sizes and winning conditions for each battlefield. El Dorado is
one of the PvP battlefields, where a group of ten men from each factions fight in a capture-the-flag
style. Players must try to hold possession of the four relics that appears in the centre of the mythic
city of gold. The idea of this game is to gain control of as many relics as possible. When the players
hold possession of the relics, they gain points. By the end of the game, the faction with the highest
points win. Then, there is Stonehenge; another PvP battlefield where players play a game of king-of-
the-hill in the lost Tibetan city of Shambhala. Five players form a team, and players try to stay inside
the monument as long as possible while other players come for combat, knock off, or pull enemies
out of it. 

The detailed gameplay of other PvP battlefields are still unrevealed. These were an introduction to
PvP combat, however, there are other available game plays such as PvE and story missions that
players may enjoy.
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Mariann R. Wu - About Author:
For more information, there are various video clips posted at a The Secret World leveling guide that
you may want to see.
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